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Abstract. Sequence, widely appearing in various applications (e.g. event
logs, text documents, etc) is an ordered list of objects. Exploring corre-
lated objects in a sequence can provide useful knowledge among the ob-
jects, e.g., event causality in event log and word phrases in documents.
In this paper, we introduce correlation query that ﬁnds correlated pairs
of objects often appearing closely to each other in a given sequence. A
correlation query is speciﬁed by two control parameters, distance bound,
the requirement of object closeness, and correlation threshold, the mini-
mum requirement of correlation strength of result pairs. Instead of pro-
cessing the query by scanning the sequence multiple times, that is called
Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA), we proposeOne-Scan Algorithm (OSA) and
Index-Based Algorithm (IBA). OSA accesses a queried sequence once and
IBA considers correlation threshold in the execution and eﬀectively elim-
inates unneeded candidates from detail examination. An extensive set of
experiments is conducted to evaluate all these algorithms. Among them,
IBA, signiﬁcantly outperforming the others, is the most eﬃcient.
1 Introduction
Many datasets, such as event logs and textual documents, organize data ob-
jects in an ordered list, i.e., sequence. Both the data objects and their positions
are captured by the sequence where the closeness of two objects in a sequence
implies their relationships. We refer objects a and b as correlated if they often
occur closely to each other. Eﬃciently identifying correlated objects has a large
application base. For example, ﬁnding products likely to be selected by the same
customers some time after their purchase of certain products is a key to the suc-
cess of recommendations [4]. Detecting events usually happened some time after
some others from an event log can provide hints to determine event causality in
an event analysis [8]. Figuring out words frequently appearing together in docu-
ments will help identifying key phrases used and providing better understanding
of documents [6].
Motivated by the importance of identifying correlated objects in a sequence,
we introduce correlation query in this paper. Its deﬁnition is formalized in Sec-
tion 3. In a sequence, objects can be classiﬁed into object sets, i.e., subsets of
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objects categorized by certain properties of interests. Two objects are said to be
close if their distance along the sequence does not exceed a threshold, speciﬁed
by a query parameter distance bound. A correlation query is to retrieve object
set pairs that have a large portion of objects close to each other. Another query
parameter correlation threshold is speciﬁed that two object sets (that we call
them an object set pair) satisfy a correlation query when their correlation coeﬃ-
cient is greater than the speciﬁed threshold. A correlation coeﬃcient (deﬁned by
cosine function in this paper) measures the strength of correlation in two object
sets whose objects are closely located. A correlation query ﬁnds all the satisﬁed
correlated object set pairs from a sequence.
Eﬃciently processing a correlation query is challenging because the number of
close objects is subject to the speciﬁed distance bound. The most intuitive way is
to scan the queried sequence to measure the numbers of close objects, and then
determine the correlation coeﬃcients. Following this idea, we propose a scan-
based algorithm, namely Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA), to serve as the baseline
algorithm. It examines a pair of candidate object sets in each scan. Suppose there





times that is very time
consuming. To overcome the shortcoming of MSA, we propose another scan-
based algorithm, One-Scan Algorithm (OSA), which ﬁnishes the query within
one sequence scan. Scan-based algorithms, however, have serious performance
deterioration when the queried sequence is very long. Since only object set pairs
with high correlation coeﬃcients are needed and worth investigation, we pro-
pose Index-Based Algorithm (IBA), which builds an index for every object set
to capture the positions of mapped objects in the sequence. Given two indices,
the number of close objects can be determined by merging the two indices and
thus the correlation coeﬃcient is calculated. Several eﬀective optimization tech-
niques, such as candidate screening, group matching, and early termination, are
proposed to further boost up the search performance.
We conduct an extensive set of experiments on both synthetic and real datasets
to evaluate the proposed search algorithms. MSA and OSA perform stably with
various sequence properties and OSA signiﬁcantly outperforms MSA. IBA runs
even much faster than OSA due to eﬀectiveness of optimization techniques, espe-
cially when search criteria is strict (i.e., a large correlation threshold and a small
distance bound) and the cardinalities of object sets diﬀer a lot. We also discuss
some variants of correlation query including constrained correlation query, posi-
tion correlation query and correlation spectrum query. Our contributions in this
paper are summarized as below:
1. We introduce a new query type, called correlation query, which retrieves
correlated object set pairs based on speciﬁed distance bound and correlation
threshold.
2. We analyze the characteristics of correlation query and propose two scan-
based algorithms, namely Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA) and One-Scan Algo-
rithm (OSA).
3. We also propose Index-Based Algorithm (IBA), that indexes objects in a se-
quence, and employs optimization techniques for better search performance.
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4. We introduce variants of correlation query including constrained correlation
query, position correlation query and correlation spectrum query.
5. We conduct an extensive set of experiments to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithms. The results indicate that IBA performs better than
the others and it is the most eﬃcient algorithm for this correlation query.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related
work about correlation analysis in related domains. Section 3 formalizes the
correlation query and discusses algorithm design criteria. Section 4 details our
proposed algorithms. Section 5 discusses variants of correlation query. Section 6
evaluates the performance of proposed algorithms and presents our results. Sec-
tion 7 concludes this paper.
2 Related Work
Subject to application needs and data characteristics, the deﬁnitions and mea-
surements of object correlation are diﬀerent [5,10]. In statistics, correlation mea-
sures the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two random
variables (e.g. education and income). Two random variables are correlated when
the values of both variables increase (or decrease) with similar amplitude simul-
taneously. In data mining where transaction databases are usually considered,
ﬁnding association among objects is one of the most important search. Result ob-
jects are those frequently appearing in same transactions [3]. Association mining
ﬁnds which pairs or groups of objects are often included in same transactions.
y y¯
x fxy fxy¯ fx
x¯ fx¯y fx¯y¯ fx¯
fy fy¯ N
Fig. 1. A 2× 2 contingency table for x and y
Finding correlated objects is fundamentally diﬀerent from association min-
ing that correlated pairs of objects may not have high frequencies but strong
correlations [13]. Currently, there are a number of correlation metrics (e.g., lift,
cosine, χ2 and Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient) deﬁned to quantify the strength
of object correlation [10]. Most of the metrics are developed based on contin-
gency table. Figure 1 shows a 2 × 2 contingency table for two objects, x and y
where fxy is the frequency (i.e., the counts) of baskets containing both x and y
at the same time, and fx¯y¯ is one containing neither x nor y. fxy¯ (fx¯y) represents
the number of baskets containing x (or y) only. Based on these frequencies, x
and y are highly correlated if fxy is relatively large to fx and fy. To perform
such correlation analysis, all the frequencies have to be collected in advance.
There are several related research studies exploring correlation in sequences,
but they are diﬀerent from what we focus in this paper. Existing studies concern
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the correlation between individual sequences from a pool of sequences [9,14],
while our work is to explore a single long sequence and ﬁnd out the correlation
among objects according to distance bound a query parameter. Subject to the
setting of distance bound, the frequency of close objects is not ﬁxed. Thus,
counting the number of close objects in prior is no longer feasible. Thus, new and
eﬃcient algorithms that can quickly identify correlated objects are demanded.
3 Problem Formulation
A sequence, S, is a list of objects 〈o1, o2, · · · o|S|〉, where oi represents an object
o located at position i in S and |S| is the length of S. The distance between two
objects oi and oj where oi can be located either before or after oj , denoted by
δi,j , is equal to |j− i|. Two objects oi and oj are said to be close if their distance
is not greater than a distance bound ω, i.e., δi,j ≤ ω. Each object is classiﬁed
to one of n object sets, i.e., O = {Oi|i ∈ [1, n]} according to application needs.
The following is a running example.
Example 1 (Running Example). Given a sequence S = 〈a1, b2, a3, a4, b5,
b6, a7, c8, c9, d10, d11, c12〉 and four object sets, O = {A,B,C,D} with A = {a},
B = {b}, C = {c} and D = {d}. The distance between a7 and d10, δ7,10, is 3,
and that between a7 and b8, δ7,8, is 1. When ω is set to 2, a7 and b8 are regarded
to be close but a7 and d10 are not. 
Our model considers one object in one sequence position for presentation clarity.
It can be easily extended to have multiple objects located at a same position
and use real number as positions [7,12]. Correspondingly, our proposed search
algorithms are general enough to handle these variations. The correlation coeﬃ-
cient between two object sets is deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1. We consider the cosine
metric because of its wide acceptance. The coeﬃcient φω(X,Y ) ranges from 0
to 1. The larger the coeﬃcient is, the stronger the correlation of two object sets
exploits.
Deﬁnition 1 Object Set Correlation Coeﬃcient. The correlation coeﬃ-
cient between two object sets X and Y is deﬁned in Equation (1).
φω(X,Y ) =
|XY |ω√|X | · |Y | (1)
where |X | and |Y | are the numbers of objects in X and in Y , respectively and
|XY |ω is the number of close object pairs that depends on the setting of ω. For
convenience, we omit ω from φω(X,Y ) and |XY |ω if the context is clear. 
To calculate φ(X,Y ), |X |, |Y | and |XY | have to be determined. However, it is
not that straightforward to measure |XY | due to a redundant count problem. Let
us consider the ﬁrst 5 objects a1, b2, a3, a4, b5 in S in the running example. If ω
is set to 2, b2 is close to a1, a3 and a4, and b5 is close to a3 and a4. Based on
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this, while |A| and |B| are 3 and 2, respectively we would obtain 5 pairs of close
objects (i.e., |AB| = 5), which is, however, incorrect. In fact, |XY | represents
the number of close object pairs that must be disjoint. In other words, once an
object in set X is identiﬁed to be close to an object in set Y , it contributes
only one to |XY |, no matter how many objects in set Y it is close to and vice
versa. Back to the running example, we can only identify 2 disjoint close object
pairs, e.g., 〈a1, b2〉 and 〈a4, b5〉 and |AB| equals 2. Based on object set correlation
coeﬃcient, correlation query is formally deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2 and exempliﬁed in
Example 2. Take the redundant count problem into consideration, our proposed
algorithms to be discussed next guarantee the correctness of |XY |.
Deﬁnition 2 Correlation Query. Given a sequence, a set of predeﬁned object
sets, O, and two query parameters: distance bound, ω, and correlation threshold,
t, a correlation query, Q(S, ω, t), returns all pairs of object sets (X,Y ) ∈ O×O
with φω(X,Y ) > t. 
Example 2. Given a correlation query (S, 2, 0.5) using S and O speciﬁed in
Example 1, the correlation coeﬃcients of all object set pairs are derived according
to Equation (1) and listed in Figure 2.
XY |X| |Y | |XY |ω φω(X,Y )
AB 4 3 3 0.87
AC 4 3 1 0.29
AD 4 2 0 0.00
BC 3 3 1 0.33
BD 3 2 0 0.00
CD 3 2 2 0.82
Fig. 2. Correlation coeﬃcients
Given the four object sets, there are 6 object set pairs. As t is set to 0.5, only
AB and CD are qualiﬁed and returned as the result set. 
4 Search Algorithms
In this section, we present three algorithms for correlation query, namely, Multi-
Scan Algorithm (MSA), One-Scan Algorithm (OSA) and Index-Based Algorithm
(IBA). MSA and OSA are scan-based while IBA is an index approach.
4.1 Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA)
Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA) is an iterative algorithm. In each turn, it examines
one pair of object sets, say X and Y , and determines the corresponding |X |, |Y |
and |XY | to compute φ(X,Y ). It skips objects not belonging to candidate object
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To tackle the redundant count problem that aﬀects the correctness of |XY |,
we allocate a sliding window W to buﬀer the ω recently examined objects. An
object is only compared against those objects inside W to form close object
pairs. If an object can be paired with multiple objects in W , the oldest object is
matched so the recent ones are reserved to match with those later examined in
order to maximize |XY |. Once an object is paired with a new object, it is deleted
from the sliding window W to prevent double counting. A counter cXY carries
the number of close object pairs formed so far with zero as its initial value.
Figure 3(a) depicts the pseudo-code of MSA. It consists of a big loop (line
1-15). For each iteration, it examines one object set pair. It reads one object o
from S each time (line 4). It compares o against a buﬀer W and updates counters
(i.e., cX , cY and cXY ) and W accordingly (line 6-11). By the end of each turn,
it collects the examined object sets if the calculated correlation coeﬃcient is
greater than a correction threshold, t (line 14) and returns the result (line 16).
Example 3 shows how MSA determines the correlation coeﬃcient.
Example 3. Suppose object sets A and B are examined and ω set to 2. First,
three counters cA, cB and cAB that are used to measure |A|, |B| and |AB|,
respectively, are all initialized to 0, and a sliding window, W , that buﬀers two
recently accessed objects, is initialized with (⊥,⊥), (where ⊥ means no object).
The trace of MSA examining A and B is shown in Figure 3(b) where each row
presents a state right after an object is examined.
Algorithm. MSA
input: a sequence S; a set of object sets O,
dist. bound ω; corr. threshold t;
output: a result set of object set pairs R;
Begin
1. foreach (X,Y ) ∈ O ×O ∧X = Y do
2. start at the head of S;
cX ← 0; cY ← 0; cXY ← 0;
3. repeat
4. read o from S;
5. if o ∈ X ∨ o ∈ Y then
6. increase cX(cY ) if o ∈ X (Y ) by 1;
7. compare o against W ;
8. if o matches with o′ then
9. increase cXY by 1;
10. replace o′ with o′ in W ; add o to W ;
11. else add o to W ;
12. else add ⊥ to W ;
13. until S end;
14. if cXY√




(a) The pseudo-code of MSA
object W matched cA cB cAB
〈init〉 (⊥,⊥) - 0 0 0
a1 (⊥,a1) no 1 0 0
b2 (a1,b2) 〈a1, b2〉 1 1 1
a3 (b2,a3) no 2 1 1
a4 (a3,a4) no 3 1 1
b5 (a4,b5) 〈a3, b5〉 3 2 2
b6 (b5,b6) 〈a4, b6〉 3 3 3
a7 (b6,a7) no 4 3 3
c8 (a7,⊥) no 4 3 3
c9 (⊥,⊥) no 4 3 3
d10 (⊥,⊥) no 4 3 3
d11 (⊥,⊥) no 4 3 3
c12 (⊥,⊥) no 4 3 3
(b) Trace of MSA for A and B
Fig. 3. Multi-Scan Algorithm
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The search starts with examining a1 (∈ A) from S; cA and W are updated to
1 and (⊥, a1), respectively. Next, b2 is examined and it is close to a1 in W . Both
are marked as a1 and b2 so they are not available for other match and both cB
are cAB are updated to 1. Next, a3 is accessed and cA is increased to 2. Since no
buﬀered object available for matching, it is appended to W , while a1 is shifted
out. W becomes (b2, a3). Next, a4 is scanned and W is replaced with (a3,a4)
and cA is increased to 3. Later, b5 is examined and both a3 and a4 are close to
it. To maximize cAB, b5 is matched with a3, i.e, the older one in W and cAB is
updated to 2. This examination continues until S is completely scanned. At last,
cA, cB and cAB are 4, 3, and 3, respectively and hence the coeﬃcient φ(A,B) is
obtained as cAB/
√
cA × cB = 3/
√
4× 3 = 0.87. 
MSA needs only a few counters and a ω-slot buﬀer. However, it is ineﬃcient
because of its blind scan of the sequence multiple times. As seen in Example 3,
the last ﬁve objects scanned from S do not belong to either A or B and they do
not aﬀect φ(A,B) but MSA has to scan all of them. Similarly, when examining
another pair of candidates, C and D, the head portion of the sequence that
contains no related objects is also scanned. Finally, each scan incurs O(ω · |S|)
comparisons. Hence, the complexity of MSA is O(n2 · ω · |S|).
4.2 One-Scan Algorithm (OSA)
One-Scan Algorithm (OSA) improves MSA by evaluating all object set pairs in
one sequence scan. For each object set pair, it counts the numbers of close objects.
During the sequence scan, it updates the respective counters. The pseudo-code
of OSA is depicted in Figure 4(a). It compares each examined object o against
a sliding window W and updates respective counters (line 2-12). After the scan,
those with coeﬃcient higher than the correlation threshold t are collected as a
part of the query result (line 13-15) and ﬁnally the result is returned (line 16).
To address the redundant count problem, we associate objects in W with their
matched partners if any. When an object o ∈ O is examined against objects in
W , it tries to match with an object available, i.e., not belonging to O and not
being matched with any object belonging to O. In case multiple buﬀered objects
are available to match, the oldest one is chosen. Example 4 illustrates OSA based
on our running example.
Example 4. Due to limited space, our discussion focuses only on object sets
A, B and C and their counters cAB, cAC and cBC . Assume that ω is set to
2. Figure 4(b) shows the trace. We use x:{y, z} to denote a buﬀered object x
and its paired objects, y and z. OSA ﬁrst loads a1 from S and buﬀers it in W ,
which becomes (⊥, a1:{}). Next, b2 is examined. It matches a1 and contributes
one to cAB. Consequently, W becomes (a1:{b2}, b2:{a1}). Thereafter, a3 and a4
are studied and found that b2 has already been matched with a1. Now W becomes
(a3:{}, a4:{}). Further, b5 is matched with a3 which is the oldest and available
and cAB is increased to 2. Next, b6 is matched with a4; thus, cAB is updated
to 3. For the next object a7, no match is found. Next, c8 is retrieved and it is
matched with both b6 and a7. Consequently, both cAC and cBC are updated to 1.
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Fig. 4. One-Scan Algorithm
The next object is c9 which does not ﬁnd any close object and hence is simply
inserted into W . The run continues until S is fully scanned. Finally, cAB, cAC
and cBC are 3, 1, and 1, respectively, based on which, the correlation coeﬃcients
of the object set pairs are calculated. 
For each object o ∈ O retrieved from a sequence, OSA examines it against all
the objects in the sliding window W . Suppose there are n object sets, an object
in W can be associated with at most n−1 objects. The complexity of examining
an object is O(ω) and that of OSA is O(ω · |S|) which is n2 times faster than
MSA. However, OSA needs maintain O(n2) counters and a window with O(n ·ω)
slots which incurs a higher space requirement.
4.3 Index-Based Algorithm (IBA)
Since correlation query retrieves object set pairs whose correlation coeﬃcients
are higher than a given threshold based on Deﬁnition 2, evaluating all the ob-
ject set pairs is unneeded especially when most of them do not provide higher
coeﬃcients. Motivated by this observation, we propose Index-Based Algorithm
(IBA). IBA preserves multiple indices, each of which corresponds to one object
set. Each index maintains the positions of objects (in the sequence) belonging
to the corresponding object set in an ascending order. For instance, for object
set A in our running example, the index maintains 〈1, 3, 4, 7〉, i.e., a shorter
Algorithm. OSA
input: a sequence S; a set of object sets O,
dist. bound ω; corr. threshold t;
output: a result set of object set pairs R;
Begin
1. start at the head of S;
cX ← 0; cY ← 0; cXY ← 0;
2. repeat
3. read o from S (assuming o ∈ X);
4. increase cX by 1;
5. compare o with W ;
6. forall o′ in W matched with o
7. increase cXY by 1 where o
′ ∈ Y ′;
8. associate o′ with o;
9. associate o with o′;
10. endforall
11. add o and its associated objects to W ;
12. until S end;
13. foreach (X,Y ) ∈ O ×O ∧X = Y
14. if cXY√




(a) The pseudo-code of OSA
exam W cAB cAC cBC
〈init〉 (⊥, ⊥) 0 0 0
a1 (⊥, a1:{}) 0 0 0
b2 (a1:{b2}, b2:{a1}) 1 0 0
a3 (b2:{a1}, a3:{}) 1 0 0
a4 (a3:{}, a4:{}) 1 0 0
b5 (a4:{}, b5:{a3}) 2 0 0
b6 (b5:{a3}, b6:{a4}) 3 0 0
a7 (b6:{a4}, a7:{}) 3 0 0
c8 (a7:{c8}, c8:{a7, b6}) 3 1 1
c9 (c8:{a5, b6}, c9:{}) 3 1 1
d10 (c9:{}, d10) 3 1 1
d11 (d10, d11) 3 1 1
c12 (d11, c12 : {}) 3 1 1
(b) Trace of OSA
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sequence. The index can be prepared oﬀ line and its small construction cost that
involves only one sequence scan can be amortized by multiple correlation queries
with diﬀerent ω’s. Also, statistics collected during index construction is useful
to speed up the search.
Given two indices, the correlation coeﬃcient of two corresponding object sets
X and Y can be determined by a merge-like matching function. Initially, two
pointers pX and pY point to the head of both indices. Follow steps in a compar-
ison, match, and slide strategy. In the comparison step, two positions pointed
by pX and pY are compared and the smaller one in the sequence is taken to
compare against the buﬀer W , which keeps ω recently examined positions and
corresponding object sets that contribute these position entries. If a match is
found, the counter cXY is increased by one, and both matched positions become
unavailable for later match. Otherwise, the position is inserted into the buﬀer.
Finally, the pointer located at the examined position slides to the next one and
the same steps repeat. If one of indices reaches its end, another index is iter-
atively fetched. It continues until both indices are completely scanned. We use
Example 5 to illustrate this matching.
Example 5. The trace of IBA matching function (for object sets A and C, based
on our running example) is depicted in Figure 5. An object with underline rep-
resents the one having smaller position, i.e., the examined object. In the indices,
the positions of objects are stored. For illustration, we show the objects.
A C W cAC
〈init〉 〈init〉 (⊥,⊥) 0
a1 c8 (⊥,a1) 0
a3 c8 (⊥,a3) 0
a4 c8 (a3,a4) 0
a7 c8 (⊥,a7) 0
− c8 (a7,c8) 1
− c9 (c8,c9) 1
− c12 (c9,c12) 1
Fig. 5. Trace of IBA for object sets A and C
First, all the four objects from A, i.e, a1, a3, a4 and a7, are retrieved as all
of them are smaller than c8, the head object of set C. Then, the index for A
reaches its end and c8, the head object of C is retrieved. It matches a7 in W and
cAC is increased to 1. Thereafter, objects c9 and c12 are examined and the end of
set C is reached, indicating the completion of this matching function. Since cAC
(i.e., |AC|) equals 1 and |A| and |C| are 4 and 3, respectively, the correlation
coeﬃcient of sets A and C φ(A,C) = 1/
√
4 · 3 = 0.29. 
This matching function outperforms MSA because it only scans objects belong-
ing to the targeted object sets but not the entire sequence as MSA does. It
reduces the number of scanned objects from O(|S|) to O(|X | + |Y |), with X
and Y indicating the examined object sets. However, it may still suﬀer from
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multiple scans of indices. Actually, the performance of IBA can be signiﬁcantly
improved when several optimization techniques are applied. In what follows, we
ﬁrst discuss three optimization techniques, namely, candidate screening, group
matching and early termination and then explain how to integrate them into
IBA to further boost up the search performance.
Candidate Screening. Candidate screening attempts to ﬁlter out object set
pairs with their correlation coeﬃcient deﬁnitely lower than a given correlation
threshold, so the examination of those can be saved. Based on the cardinality
and distribution of each object set, two coeﬃcient values can be estimated re-
spectively. In the following, we detail the two correlation coeﬃcient estimations.
– Estimation based on cardinalities. As |X | and |Y | are the cardinalities of
X and Y , respectively and they can be accounted during index building, the
upper bound of the correlation coeﬃcient between X and Y is min(|X|,|Y |)√|X|·|Y | .
For instance, the maximum correlation coeﬃcient between A and D in our
example is min(4,2)√
4·2 = 0.45.
– Estimation based on distributions. The cardinality-based estimation is
straightforward, but it is nothing related to ω. In fact, the number of close
objects is highly dependent on ω and the distance between close objects. Dur-
ing the index construction for each object set, we account 1) the smallest and
the largest positions of objects inside the object set to get the distance range;
and 2) the distance between any two adjacent objects. For any two object
sets, if their distance ranges are more than ω apart, they are guaranteed not
correlated. Thus, the estimated coeﬃcient should be zero. For instance, the
ranges of A and D in our running example are (1, 7) and (10, 12). Conse-
quently, the ranges of A and D are disjoint and their estimated coeﬃcient
is, of course, zero.
If two object sets have their ranges overlap, their coeﬃcient can be es-
timated based on the probability of ﬁnding close object pairs, as detailed
in the following. Assuming distances between adjacent objects in an object
set X follows normal distribution, we collect the mean (μX) and standard
deviation (σX) of all the distances between adjacent objects during index
construction. Other possible distributions will be studied in our future work.
Consider A from our example. After building the index, |A|, μA and σA are
collected as 4, 1.67 (i.e.,2+1+23 ) and 0.58, respectively.
We estimate the probability that the distance between objects of two
object sets is not greater than ω, denoted by p. So, p is the probability
that objects are close enough to match. Let δX,Y be the expected distance
between objects in X and Y , and p can be estimated by P (|δX,Y | ≤ ω) =
P (−ω ≤ δX,Y ≤ ω), i.e., the probability that δX,Y lies within the range
[−ω, ω]. To obtain p, we ﬁrst obtain the standard normal variable Z based
on Central Limit Theorem [11], i.e.,
Z =
(μX − μY )− δX,Y√
σ2X/|X |+ σ2Y /|Y |
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where the value of Z follows normal distribution. We estimate p as P (zlower ≤
Z ≤ zupper) (i.e., P (−∞ ≤ Z ≤ zupper) − P (−∞ ≤ Z ≤ zlower)), in which
zlower and zupper are the lower and upper limits, respectively. To resolve this







. Finally, the estimated maximum correlation coef-
ﬁcient is determined as p · min(|X|,|Y |)√|X|·|Y | .
Our approach ﬁrst conducts cardinality-based estimation that is lightweight
and discard those object set pairs with their estimations smaller than the given
threshold. For those object set pairs passing the ﬁrst estimation, distribution-
based estimation is conducted and compared. Finally, the indices of those object
set pairs passing both tests are examined with matching functions.
Group Matching. Instead of pairwise matching, matching among a group of
object sets is preferred, thus avoiding the multiple index accesses if an object
set is founded to be correlated to more than one object set simultaneously. The
idea of group matching is pretty similar to OSA by maintaining several counters.
The only diﬀerence is that multiple indices, rather than a single sequence, are
traversed at the same time.
Early Termination. Early termination determines approximate the correlation
coeﬃcient of object set pairs without completely traversing the indices, thereby
improving the response of the search. We maintain cX , cY and cXY to keep track
of the numbers of examined objects in X , Y , and matched objects, respectively.
In addition, we keep ωX and ωY to bookkeep the number of buﬀered objects of
X and Y that are still available (i.e., not yet matched). During matching, we
estimate both the maximal correlation coeﬃcient maxφ(X,Y ) and the minimal
correlation coeﬃcient minφ(X,Y ).
The maximal coeﬃcient maxφ(X,Y ) can be obtained if all remaining unex-
amined objects can be matched and calculated as cXY +min(|X|−cX+ωX ,|Y |−cY+ωY )√|X||Y |
at any point of time. Consider Example 5. Behind object c8, there is no more
object from A and two objects from C pending for the examination, with an
empty buﬀer. Since the current cAC is one, we can approximate the maximal
correlation coeﬃcient maxφ(A,C) is 1+min(4−4+0,3−1+0)√
4·3 =
1√
4·3 = 0.29. Since
the maximum value of the coeﬃcient is below the given threshold (t = 0.5), it is
safe to skip the remaining objects (i.e., c9 and c12) from examination and assures
that object set A and C are not correlated.
The minimal correlation coeﬃcient, minφ(X,Y ) can be determined if all the
remaining unexamined objects do not match. It is expressed as cXY√|X||Y | . Once
an object set pair with minimal coeﬃcient larger than the given threshold, it is
guaranteed to be one of the answer sets. Back to Example 5 and suppose t = 0.2.
After the examination of object c8, cAC is one and there might not be any close
object pair. Therefore, the minimal value of coeﬃcient can be derived according
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Algorithm IBA
input: a sequence S; a set of object sets O,
distance bound ω; correlation threshold t;
output: a result set of object set pairs R;
Begin
1. foreach (X,Y ) ∈ O ×O do
2. if (X,Y) pass candidate screen then
3. start from heads of IX and IY ;
4. repeat
5. read o with the smallest position from IX and IY ;
6. increase cX if o ∈ X (or cY if o ∈ Y ) by 1;
7. compare o with W ;
8. if match then increase cXY by 1.
9. add o to W ;
10. compute maxφ and minφ;
11. if maxφ ≤ t then goto 14;
12. if minφ > t then R← R ∪ {(X, Y )}; goto 14;
13. until IX and IY end;
14. if cXY√




Fig. 6. The pseudo-code of IBA
to cAC√|A|·|C| , i.e., minφ(A,C) =
1√
4·3 = 0.29. Thus, it can be safely included as
an answer set.
Putting all the techniques together, Figure 6 lists the pseudo-code of IBA.
IBA ﬁrst prepares a pool of candidate object set pairs. Then, it studies all
the individuals with candidate screening and discards those uncorrelated based
on the two estimated coeﬃcients (line 2). The remainders are then examined
through group matching. Here, the ﬁgure shows the matching function (line 5-9)
for sake of simplicity and IX and IY are the indices of X and Y , respectively.
During the match, we validate if early termination applies to stop the matching
without examining the rest of the indices (line 10-12). Finally IBA outputs the
result object set pairs if their correlation coeﬃcients (line 14) (or their minimal
correlation coeﬃcients obtained while the match is early terminated (line 12))
are greater than the correlation threshold of the query.
Let 1/f be a fraction of candidates passing the candidate screening. IBA
examines n2/f candidates with f ∈ [1, n2]. As each matching function incurs
O(ω · |S|/n) comparisons, the complexity of IBA is O(n · ω · |S|/f). The perfor-
mance of IBA depends on f that is aﬀected by distance bound and correlation
threshold. So, for a small ω or a large correlation coeﬃcient, f will become large.
When f > n, IBA will achieve better performance than OSA. To construct the
index, a sequence needs to be scanned once and the cost of O(|S|) is amortized
by correlation queries.
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5 Variants of Correlation Query
In this section, we discuss several variants of our correlation query, namely, con-
strained correlation query, position correlation query and correlation spectrum
query, and discuss the extensions of our algorithms to support them.
Constrained Correlation Query. In our model, if multiple objects are avail-
able for matching, the farthest one within a window is picked to maximize the
counts and thus the correlation coeﬃcient. However, the matching in some cases
is not arbitrary. For instance, in document analysis, a word is usually semanti-
cally related with closest one; in event causality analysis, one cause event must
occur right before its consequence. Therefore, the presence order have to be
considered in identifying close object pairs. Constrained correlation query takes
additional matching constraints into consideration. Our proposed algorithms can
be easily adjusted by incorporating matching rules, like matching the closest one.
When an examined object from a sequence is compared with buﬀered objects,
the matching rules are applied to ﬁnd a right candidate to match.
Position Correlation Query. For some applications, it is also interesting to
know the correlation of objects with respect to their positions in a sequence.
For example, a company may be interested to explore the correlation of their
products sold to certain days and event analysts want to identify what events are
likely to happen at certain times. Speciﬁc to temporal data, this is also referred
to as temporal autocorrelation. Putting the search into a generalized framework,
position correlation query explores the correlation of objects to their positions
in a sequence. This query can be extended to determine object periodicity in a
sequence by specifying regular interval. To support this variant, our algorithms
can be extended by buﬀering speciﬁc sequence positions rather than examined
objects. The other parts of our algorithms remain the same to count the number
of close objects and to determine correlation coeﬃcients.
Correlation Spectrum Query. Correlation coeﬃcients increase together with
the number of close objects which is in turn controlled by ω. In some applications,
we might suspect that two object sets are correlated but are not so certain about
the setting of a distance bound which can produce a high correlation coeﬃcient.
A straightforward approach is to obtain the coeﬃcient for each possible ω, which
varies from 1 up to the length of the entire sequence. Correlation spectrum query
returns the coeﬃcients between two object sets according to a range of ω but
not a single one. The proposed algorithms can be extended by keeping a large
number of counters and a very large buﬀer. However, it may not be space and
time eﬃcient. We shall study this in our future direction.
6 Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of our three proposed algorithms, namely,
Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA), One-Scan Algorithm (OSA) and Index-Based Al-
gorithm (IBA) for correlation query. We implemented them in GNU C++ and
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conducted experiments on Linux computers with Intel CPU 3.2GHz. We eval-
uate our algorithms based on synthetic and realistic data sequences with each
sequence stored in one ﬁle. Synthetic data sequences are characterized by the
sequence length (i.e., |S|), the number of object sets (i.e., n) and the variations
of object set cardinalities (controlled by a factor s). The sequence length varies
from 1M (220 objects) to 5M with 2M as the default unless speciﬁed otherwise.
The number of object sets (n) is ranged from 20 to 100 in step of 20 with 60
as the default. The cardinalities of object set are controlled by a skewness fac-
tor s. In generating synthetic sequence, the probability of objects in a sequence
mapped to object sets follows Zipf distribution with s controlling the skewness of
the distribution. The value of s varies from 1.5 to 3 in step of 0.5. This aﬀects the
cardinalities of object sets and the distributions of objects of an object set in a
sequence. As a large s is set, both object set cardinalities and distributions vary
a lot and only a few object sets would produce higher correlation coeﬃcients.
We also use two realistic data sequences, i.e., EARTHQUAKE [2] andAPRS [1].
EARTHQUAKE is an earthquake log. It remarks times, geographical coordinates
and earthquake magnitudes. This log contains 446k records ordered according
to time. We classify each entry based on coordinates into 100 equal-sized rect-
angular geographical regions. For EARTHQUAKE, |S| = 446k and n = 100.
Correlation query is evaluated on this earthquake log to search which pairs of
geographical regions usually experienced earthquake at the same time (according
to the setting of ω). APRS is a message log about radio base station broadcast-
ing messages in United States. It includes times and names of base stations that
broadcast. The log consists of 188k records related to 1000 base stations col-
lected on Aug 23 2001, and it is ordered based on time. For APRS, |S| = 188k
and n = 1000. In this log, it only records base stations who broadcast messages
but no information about their correspondents. Correlation query is used to ﬁnd
pairs of communicating base stations based on an observation that two commu-
nicating base stations would have multiple message exchanges within small time
intervals, determined by ω.
Correlation query is evaluated based on two parameters, namely, distance
bound (ω) and correlation threshold (t). The settings of ω is varied from 10, 100,
to 1000 and t is varied among 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. Two performance metrics are
measured, namely, elapsed time and I/O cost. The elapsed time is the duration
of time, in terms of seconds, from the time when an algorithm starts to the time
when all the results are returned. The I/O cost measures the number of pages
accessed from an underlying ﬁle storing the sequence. The page size is 4KB. The
results to be present are the averages of 100 runs for each experiment setting.
6.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Data
The ﬁrst set of experiments is based on synthetic data sequence. We evaluate all
the factors, namely, ω, t, n, |S| and s. We ﬁrst evaluate the impact of ω on the
search performance. The larger the ω is, the more the objects are considered to
be close and hence the larger the resulted correlation coeﬃcients are. Figure 7(a)
and Figure 7(b) depict the results in terms of elapsed time and number of pages



































































































































Fig. 7. Impact of ω
accessed for various ω while |S|, n and s are ﬁxed at 2M , 60 and 2.0, respectively.
From Figure 7(a), it can be observed that an increase of ω results in longer
elapsed time. For both MSA and OSA, the size of the buﬀer is increased as
ω grows thus increasing the lookup cost. Among all, MSA incurs the longest
elapsed time, several orders of magnitude longer than OSA and IBA for same
settings because of its multiple scans. On the other hand, IBA performs the
best and at least 10 times faster than OSA. From the ﬁgure, we can see OSA
and MSA are invariant to the correlation threshold setting (t from 0.4 to 0.6)
but IBA performs better when a larger t is set. This is because the proposed
optimization techniques become more eﬀective when t is larger.
In Figure 7(b), observations similar to Figure 7(a) are made that MSA is
the worst among all candidates. Both OSA and MSA incur constant I/O costs,
due to a ﬁxed number of scans. The performance of IBA varies depending on the
number of object set pairs being investigated. When t is smaller (e.g., t = 0.4) or
ω is larger (e.g., ω = 1000), IBA becomes less competitive than OSA in terms of
number of page accesses. This is because the optimization techniques proposed
to speed up the performance of IBA do not take eﬀect for a longer distance bound
or a larger correlation threshold, without mentioning that IBA still suﬀers from
multiple scans compared with OSA. However, the measurement of counts for
correlation coeﬃcient is CPU intensive. IBA, although accessing a little more
pages, incurs less overheads in matching objects to measure the coeﬃcient and
hence its cost is payed oﬀ. As previously shown, IBA takes shorter elapsed time.
Since MSA is identiﬁed as the weakest candidate, we omit it from the following
discussion. Besides, we focus our remaining evaluation on the elapsed time.
Then, we evaluate the factor of n, the number of object sets. The immediate
eﬀect of n is on the size of a candidate pool and the number of candidates in
matching for IBA. Figure 8(a) plots the results in terms of elapsed time against n.
The other factors such as |S|, s and w are ﬁxed at 2M, 2.0 and 100, respectively.
For IBA, the index construction time is 6.2 seconds for all n evaluated and the
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(b) Impact of |S|
Fig. 8. Impacts of n and |S|
indices are used for queries with various t. The performance of OSA is consistent
to our analysis that it is invariant to n. On the other hand, IBA is more or less
stable to n. Although the number of object set pairs grows as n does, the average
sizes of indices are reduced due to ﬁxed |S|. Further, most of the pairs are ﬁltered
out when the threshold t is set to be high. As a result, we can observe a signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between IBA and OSA especially when t is set to 0.6.
Next, we evaluate the impact of |S|, the length of sequence. Figure 8(b) shows
the results in terms of elapsed time versus the length of sequence, |S|. The other
factors such as n, s, and ω are set to 60, 2 and 100, respectively. Obviously,
a longer sequence results in a longer elapsed time. OSA is invariant to t as
explained before and its running time is linear proportional to |S|. IBA again
runs much faster than OSA for all |S| evaluated. From this, we can conclude
that for a long sequence, IBA is superior to OSA, particularly when a larger t is
speciﬁed. For |S| = 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M and 5M , the index construction times for
IBA are 3.1, 6.2, 9.4, 12.4, 15.1 seconds, respectively.
Further, we examine the impact of s, the skewness parameter for object set
cardinality variation. If the object cardinalities are very diﬀerent, the correlation
coeﬃcients of object set pairs would not be high due to a number of unmatched
objects. In this evaluation, we vary s among 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3. When s is set to
3, the produced sequence has the most signiﬁcant variation in the cardinalities
of object sets, i.e., the most skewed sequence with regard to cardinalities.
The results are displayed in Figure 9(a). Here, the performance of OSA is
improved together with the increase of s. This is because when s is large, cer-
tain object sets dominate the entire sequence and thus the buﬀer. As a results,
the majority of the objects in the sequence belong to a small number of object
sets, and the comparison between objects from the same set, which is expected
to occur very frequently, can be saved. On the other hand, IBA performs well
when s is set to 2 or above. For these settings, the object set cardinalities are
skewed and most of the object set pairs that are identiﬁed not correlated will
be eliminated at the beginning. However, when s is at 1.5, object sets are in
similar sizes and hence the estimation based on cardinalities and distribution is
not eﬀective in candidate screening. Many object set pairs have to be examined
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(b) Evaluation of IBA (ω = 100)
Fig. 9. Elapsed time for various s and Evaluation of IBA optimization
in detail, causing a longer elapsed time. However, this cardinality variation can
be detected during the IBA index construction. If s is small, OSA is preferred.
Otherwise, IBA is more eﬃcient especially when a larger threshold (t) is used.
Evaluated upon all the factors in synthetic data sequences, IBA is shown to
perform the best. Now we investigate the eﬀectiveness of proposed techniques to
improve IBA. Recall that the three proposed techniques are candidate screening
(labeled as Cand Scr), group matching (Group Matching) and Early Termina-
tion (Early Term). Instead of trying every possible combination of proposed
techniques, we incrementally enable those techniques against IBA with no tech-
nique applied (No opt) and evaluate the performance in terms of elapsed time.
In this experiment, we ﬁx ω at 100 and t at 0.5. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 9(b), from which we can observe that candidate screening is the most eﬀective
approach that reduces the elapsed time by screening out irrelevant candidates.
Group Matching and Early Termination can further slightly reduce the elapsed
time.
6.2 Evaluation of Real Data
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of OSA and IBA on real datasets.
We vary both ω and t in our evaluation. This experiment tests the practicality
of our algorithms in real situations. The results in terms of elapsed time for
EARTHQUAKE and APRS sequences are shown in Figure 10(a) and 10(b), re-
spectively. For EARTHQUAKE, ω is expressed as days, we evaluate 10 days,
100 days and 1000 days. For APRS, ω is expressed as 10 sec, 100 sec and 1000
sec. The results are consistent with those obtained from synthetic data. When
ω is set to a small value (say, 10), both IBA and OSA can quickly determine the
results since most of objects are not close and the buﬀer size is small. While ω
is increased, IBA can save more elapsed time than OSA. As we explained above,
this improvement is contributed by candidate screening technique which approx-
imates the potential correlation coeﬃcient to ﬁlter those unqualiﬁed candidates
out of the detailed examination. From the result, IBA can be concluded as the
best eﬃcient search for correlation query.

















































Fig. 10. Evaluation on real datasets
7 Conclusion
Sequence is widely used by various applications. In a sequence, objects that are
often closely located are likely to be correlated to each other. In this paper, we
identify a new query, namely correlation query, to search for object set pairs
based on two parameters: 1) distance bound (ω) and 2) correlation threshold (t).
The distance bound determines whether two objects are close in a sequence.
Based on the number of close objects, we measure the strength of object correla-
tion by cosine metric as the correlation coeﬃcient. The larger the coeﬃcient is,
the stronger the correlation between corresponding object set pairs is interpreted.
A correlation query then returns those object set pairs having corresponding
correlation coeﬃcient higher than the given correlation threshold. Three search
algorithms, namely, Multi-Scan Algorithm (MSA), One-Scan Algorithm (OSA)
and Index-Based Algorithm (IBA), are proposed in this paper to eﬃciently pro-
cess correlation query. We conducted an extensive set of experiments to evaluate
the performance of diﬀerent algorithms. IBA, together with three optimization
techniques, outperforming the other two for both real and synthetic sequences,
is the most eﬃcient algorithm to this correlation query.
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